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pension news you re on your own for retirement - defined benefit retirement plans vs defined contribution plans why you
should care it s important to understand that changing from defined benefit to defined contribution plans is more than just
words or semantics it s a fundamental shift in how retirement planning is done, informationweek serving the information
needs of the - veterans day is an appropriate time to remember that the millions of us vets represent a talented tech
workforce at the same time maybe there s a second way to help close the tech talent gap, poor charlie s almanack by
charlie munger book summary - learn lessons for investment and life from charlie munger s book poor charlie s almanack
summary of munger s most important points and in pdf form, book review red plenty slate star codex - i know you re not
serious but this reminds me of something kenzi said this weekend in california which is that her least favorite kind of cfar
applicant is the one who says i have come up with the optimal plan for how to improve my life and the world but instead of
doing it i just sit around and play video games, 12 rules for learning foreign languages in record time - this is because
many languages simply borrow english words and integrate them into the new language with altered pronunciation or stress
so to make my life easy when i start learning a language one of the first word lists i try to consume is a list of cognates or
english loan words which can be found quickly for pretty much any language, 3 things holding the philippines back from
becoming - the filipino is such a smart and cunning human being that he she can adapt readily to the kind of environment
he she is in if the environment is orderly progressive and disciplined in a flick of a thumb he becomes orderly progressive
and disciplined ive seen a lot of that wherever the filipino is in the streets of the world and the international stage but a big
but if he, sigr n dav sd ttir s icelog - for some years iceland has been the new darling of international tourism giving the
economy a real boost and healthy balance of payment there are however some worrying signs overheating is a clear and
present risk never far off in iceland, pento portfolio strategies llc pentonomics press - mr michael pento serves as the
president and founder of pento portfolio strategies he is a well established specialist in the austrian school of economics and
a regular guest on cnbc bloomberg fox business news and other national media outlets, book review the machinery of
freedom slate star codex - of course but to be fair the clear superiority of living in states is a fairly recent phenomenon
unless you happened to be one of the elite of a state having society the living standard gap between yourself and a hill tribe
member was not that big and in many cases was better for the average anarchist, the wyndham timeshare scam
timeshare consumer bureau - the wyndham timeshare scam is an infamous subject for timeshare consumers the reviews
and complaints made about the wyndham timeshare scam are often more scathing than any other timeshare scam the
wyndham hotel group is a massive conglomeration of hotels such as ramada baymont and howard johnson these are
respected names in the hotel industry, reich of the black sun 1st tactical studies group - updated 12 september 2009
preface when i was a boy oddities fascinated me particularly if they appeared to make no sense historical oddities or
anomalous news stories especially attracted my interest lingering in my mind for years to come
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